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SUMMARY
In this paper,we aim to discuss the time series-susceptible-infected-recovered (TSIR)
model which bridges the gap between the theoretical models in epidemics and the dis-
crete time series data. Using the measles data of London from 1944 to 1960 as a case-
study, we induce a simple linear relationship between the cumulative births and the cu-
mulative reporting cases, and hence reconstruct the unobserved susceptible class from
the births and reporting infected cases. The simulation result traces the observed data
remarkably well, and captures both the annual and biennial patterns in the observed
cyclicity.
In order to improve the accuracy of the estimation, we also discuss the multi-step
ix
x Summary
ahead estimation method, which evaluates the good-of-fitness from the viewpoint of
auto-correlation function (ACF). Finally we study the role of the births using birth-rate
as a bifurcation parameter, which qualitatively explains the episode of annual cyclicity




Due to the synthesis of complex mathematical models, the search for the pattern of
dynamic systems in epidemics is very complicated. One of the problems that lie in the
study of dynamic systems is the lack of a reliable dataset. Measles, a common infectious
disease all round the world, has relatively simple natural history and ease of diagnosis.
Moreover it has prompted reliable case notification schemes in most of the developed
countries, hence the long-term and well-documented measles data from some big cities
provide a benchmark for the study of dynamic systems in epidemics.
1
2 Chapter 1. Introduction
Measles is a highly contagious virus found throughout the world. Before the ad-
vent of vaccination, measles was a major childhood killer in the developed countries.
After the introduction of vaccination in the late 1960s, the disease in some developed
countries, such as England and United States, has already been under control. Both av-
erage measles incidences and the relative amplitude and regularity of major epidemics
were reduced (Anderson and May [1991]; Bolker and Grenfell [1996]). However, it
is still a main disease that kills thousands of children each year in developing coun-
tries (Mclean and Anderson [1988a]). Fully understanding the transmission pattern of
measles is of great help to control the disease in those countries. Further more, as
the immigration of population has become a common phenomenon in today’s soci-
ety, epidemics have become a significant public health problem in developed countries
(Morse et al. [1994]). Hence from a public health point of view, the study of measles
epidemics is very important and meaningful. Understanding its dynamic pattern can
help us to face the next advent of other epidemic diseases, such as SARS and influenza.
Lots of constructive researches have been done on the topics of the dynamic pattern
of measles. Among these rich research achievements, the susceptible-exposed-infected-
recovered (SEIR) model is the simplest way to descript the infection process of measles.
SEIR model is realistic mathematical model which models the infection process by a set
of four ordinary differential equations. One of the fundamental mechanisms underlying
in the measles infected dynamics is the non-linearity, which is the result of the structure
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of the contact process between susceptible and infected individuals (Anderson and May
[1991];Grenfell and Dobson [1995]). Another feature of measles infection is the hetero-
geneities in infection, for the hosts will immigrate frequently and aggregate according
to different social activities (Anderson and May [1991]). This is especially true for large
scale dynamics.
Since the dynamic system is very complex, many factors interact and influence the
behavior of the system. Measles data display a regular biennial pattern of major and
minor epidemics before the vaccination in England and Wales in the late 60’s, and the
transmission parameter varies seasonally for each year, coinciding with the schedule of
school terms (Fine and Clarkson [1982]).
Another key issue in dynamic system is the population size, which is the critical com-
munity size (CCS) that prevents extinction of measles in a community. Bartlett [1957]
concluded that the population size large enough to maintain transmission in epidemics
is about 250 000 inhabitants. He also categorized the CCS into three types behavior, and
the type I behaviors which are in large centers above CCS generally display a regular
biennial pattern.
Measles epidemics is a spatiotemporal data set, i.e. measles epidemics are not only
related to time, but also related to spatial effect. The external perturbations influence
the population’s long-term dynamic behavior, then as a result, influencing the spread
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of measles disease. The metapopulation model (Bjørnstad et al. [2002]; Grenfell et al.
[2002]) included an explicit formulation for the spatial transmission rate, revealing that
the spatial transmission rates influenced the overall incidence and persistence of measles.
As we know measles is a disease that mainly occurs among children, the chance
that people got infected differs from different age group population, hence age-structure
should take into consideration when analyzing measles data. Assuming different contact
rates for different age group, and each of which is an independent SEIR dynamics, the
RAS (realistic age-structured) model captures the deterministic dynamics of measles
epidemics very well (Schenzle [1984];Keeling and Grenfell [1997]).
However the SEIR or RASmodel are continuous dynamic systems, while the measles
data are discrete, it is difficult to develop a direct statistical link between measles time
series and the SEIR or RAS model. Based on a stochastic version of the SEIR model
(Fine and Clarkson [1982]), Finkensta¨dt and Grenfell [2000] introduced a time series
susceptible-infected-recovered (TSIR) model, using a discrete time epidemic model to
reconstruct the unobserved susceptible class. As births play an important role in the
measles epidemics, and the age-structure of the infected population is relatively little
known, Xia [2003] included the birth rate into the transmission parameters to see how
birth rate affects the measles epidemics.
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Besides, an extensive search for non-linearity and chaos to explain the irregular pat-
tern in measles dynamics has been addressed (Olsen and Schaffer [1990]; Ellner and Turchin
[1995]). And the semiparametric and nonparametric methods are also widely used in the
study of measles epidemics. In this thesis, TSIR model is used to analysis the London
measles epidemics, and a multi-step ahead estimation approach is proposed to improve
the accuracy of prediction.
1.2 Understanding Measles
Measles is a highly contagious virus found throughout the world. The virus enters
the body through the upper respiratory tract. Once becoming infected, a person will
develop fever, cough, runny nose, red and watery eyes in the near 10 to 12 days. The
characteristic measles rash begins 2 to 4 days after the onset of fever. The rash usually
begins on the face and over 2 to 3 days spreads to the trunk and abdomen, and finally
to the arms and legs. A person becomes contagious at the time the fever begins, and
remains contagious for 7 to 9 days after fever begins, or 4 to 5 days after the rash appears.
These symptoms last for one or two weeks. Other more serious symptoms such as
ear infections, pneumonia, or even encephalitis occur rarely. One or two out of 1000
children who get measles will die from it. However, a person who gets infected and
cured later will have lifelong immunity for measles.
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Measles spreads quite easily from person to person. One uninfected person can get
measles from an infected person who coughs or sneezes around or even talks to the
uninfected one. For it is spread so easily that any child who is not immunized will
probably get it, either now or later in life. Before measles vaccine was available, nearly
all children had measles by the time they were 15 years old. An average of 400 000 cases
a year were reported in England andWales in the period of 1944 to 1968 before the mass
vaccination was taken. And during this period over 300 people died from measles each
year. After the mass vaccination, the number of measles cases each year is just a fraction
of what it was then.
The diagnosis of measles is often made based on the signs and symptoms. The dis-
tinctive symptoms of measles make it ease for diagnosis. The most definitive method of
diagnosing measles is by either isolating the virus from the throat, or by a blood test for
antibodies.
Measles vaccine can be given by itself, but it is usually given together with mumps
and rubella in a shot called MMR. This shot is usually given between 12 and 15 months
of age in England andWales. All three of these vaccines work very well, and will protect
most children for the rest of their lives. However, for about 5% of children the first dose
of MMR does not work. For that reason, a second does is recommended to give these
children another chance to become immune. Some doctors give this second dose when
the child enters primary schools. Others prefer to wait until the child enters middle or
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junior high school. Sometimes usually during a measles outbreak, 3/4 children are given
measles or MMR vaccine before their first birthday. These children should be given
another dose of MMR at 12-15 months and then a third dose when it would normally be
given.
There are several reasons for some people might need to put off getting MMR vac-
cine, or not get the shot at all. Here are some reasons: (1) one is sick with something
more serious than a common cold; (2) one has ever had a life-threatening allergy prob-
lem after eating eggs; (3) one has had a serious allergy problem to an antibiotic called
neomycin; (4) one has any disease that makes it hard to fight infection, such as cancer,
leukemia, or lymphoma; (5) one is taking special cancer treatments such as x-rays or
drugs, or other drugs such as prednisone or steroids that make it hard for the body to
fight infection; (6) one has received gamma globulin during the last 3 months.
Measles data and other diseases such as smallpox and chickenpox, have been recorded
regularly (weekly or monthly) from the beginning of 20th century. After World War II,
the measles data were recorded in all areas even in small areas in the developed coun-
tries. Specifically, the data of measles were observed in 953 areas in England and Wales.
As a result, it provides a completed and rich data set for us to analyze the pattern of dy-
namic systems.
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1.3 Objective and Organization of the Thesis
Based on the basic SEIR mechanism, we aim to fit a dynamic recursive relationship
to reconstruct the unobserved susceptible population, and to understand how birth rate
affects measles dynamics using the reconstructed susceptible population as a bridge. We
also proposed a multi-step estimation method to provide more reliable estimation of the
parameters.
The thesis is composed of five chapters. The first chapter is a review of some im-
portant research results on measles dynamics and the basic knowledge about measles
disease. The second chapter provides some basic knowledge of the fundamental SEIR
mechanism, and the measles statistics. Preliminary exploratory data analysis is conduct
to provide some basic ideas of the transmission pattern of measles epidemics. The third
chapter is to analyze the London measles data based on the TSIR model rules. A multi-
step estimation approach is discussed in the fourth chapter. And in the fifth chapter, the
role of births in the dynamic system will be discussed, and some further epidemiological
questions are also addressed.
Chapter2
SIR Model and Measles Data
2.1 SIR Model in Epidemiology
For a dynamic system in epidemics, modern epidemiology or mathematical method
generally classifies the host population into four classes of individuals: susceptible, in-
fected, recovered and immune. Figure 2.1 shows the dynamic interaction directly be-
tween parasitic and host populations in such a compartmental model.
Denote the number of the susceptible, the infected and the immune as X(t),Y (t) and
Z(t) respectively. In this diagram, hosts reproduce at a per capita rate a and die at a per
capita rate b. The infected hosts experience an additional death rate α , induced by the
parasite infection. The average durations of stay in the infected and immune classes are
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Figure 2.1 Underlying mechanism of dynamic system
denoted as 1/ν and 1/γ respectively. The transmission coefficient which determines the
rate at which new infections arise as a result of contact between the susceptible and the
infected individuals is defined as β . Then the interaction can be expressed as a set of four
differential equations mathematically, which is the famous SIR model in epidemiology.
N(t) = X(t)+Y (t)+Z(t)
dX(t)
dt
= aN(t)− [βY (t)+bX(t)]
dY (t)
dt




As we all known, this SIR model cannot be solved analytically, one way to solve this
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S E I R 
Birth School
Figure 2.2 Flow chart of SEIR compartmental model: S, susceptible; E,
exposed; I, infected; R, recovered
problem is to conduct large amount of simulations by compute to help us to understand
the transmission pattern.
2.2 Mechanism of SEIR Model
The mechanism underlying the theoretical SEIR model (Anderson and May [1991])
is a simplified version of the above famous SIR model. Just shown in the Figure 2.2. The
population is divided into four different groups: susceptible (S), exposed (E), infected
(I) and recovered (R). Individuals become susceptible after birth, then gradually become
exposed and infected, finally recovered from the disease and leave the system. Some
diseases such as measles follow a lifelong immunization after recovering, hence these
individuals would leave the system forever. While other diseases such as influenza do
not follow a lifelong immunization, the recovered individuals might become susceptible
again after some time, and enter the dynamic system again.
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Using measles data as a case study, we make some assumptions for the SEIR model
in advance. Firstly, we reasonably ignore the number of individuals who die from other
reasons. This is because that measles is a disease that mainly affects young population,
and the number of dead at young age is relatively small. For a directly transmitted vi-
ral disease,such as measles,the contact process between individuals determines that the
transmission of infection between infectious and susceptible individuals is a non-linear
function. We also assume that the transmission rate varies with the school timetable,
since children gather together in school period, which leads to a high transmission
rate, whereas a lower transmission rate in the holiday period (Finkensta¨dt and Grenfell
[2000]).
2.3 Measles Data
We focus our analysis on the weekly notified measles cases in England and Wales.
Taken from the Registrar General’s Weekly Reports, we have totally 51 years measles
data from 1944 to 1995 in 354 areas of England and Wales. Figure 2.3 is the time series
plot of the aggregated measles data of 354 areas.
We can observe some pattern of measles epidemics from this plot. Before the measles
vaccine was available in England and Wales in 1968, about 40000 cases were being
reported annually with epidemic cycles every 2 to 3 years. It has a regular biennial
2.3 Measles Data 13



























Figure 2.3 Time series plot of weekly measles for the aggregated data of
354 areas in England and Wales from 1944 to 1995
cycle, alternating between major and minor epidemic years. After the introduction of
the vaccination, the reported measles cases were reduced by more than 98% with an
irregular epidemic cycle.
The meta-population model has revealed that spatial transmission rates influenced
the overall incidence and persistence of measles (Bjørnstad et al. [2002]). In order to
reduce the influence of spatial factors, we center our analysis on the London measles
data only in this paper. The clearest epidemic dynamics are before the onset of measles
vaccination in 1967, we therefore analyze the pre-vaccination data set from 1944 to
1964. Again, a regular biennial cycle could be seen in Figure 2.4, with an alternation
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Figure 2.4 Time series plot of biweekly measles data (above) and yearly
births (below) for London city from 1944 to 1964
between major epidemic years and minor epidemic years. However, an annual pattern
could be seen in the period from 1945 to 1950, corresponding with the period of a high
birth rate in London (see bottom plot of Figure 2.4).
In the previous cross-sectional studies of measles data at the individual city level,
Finkensta¨dt and Grenfell [1998] have concluded that births play an important role in the
measles dynamics. Since infected people will have a lifelong immunity after recovered
from the diseases, these people leave the dynamic system forever. Subsequent epidemics
can occur only after susceptible populations are replenished by births or other infected
individuals immigrate into the area. Therefore in small cities with small population
size, measles epidemics are tend to fade out if no adequate replenishment of births.
While with high birth-rate, susceptible individuals are replenished timely after the major
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Figure 2.5 Time series plot of biweekly measles data for each year (26 bi-
weeks)
epidemics years, which leads to a magnified minor epidemics year. As a result, the
difference in cases between major and minor epidemic years is narrowed, producing a
predominantly annual cycle. We will discuss the role that births play in a time series
model for measles in more details in Chapter 5.
Measles is prevalent disease among young people, the most common age for it was
between 5-years old and 9-years old. Therefore the school activities should play an im-
portant role in the infection process. We do some exploratory analysis on the transmis-
sion rates based on the time series plot. Figure 2.5 shows the time series plot of biweekly
measles data for each year. Due to the seasonality, i.e. the school and non-school time,
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the measles epidemics are not distributed evenly in around a year. In school time, the
chance that students contact one another is higher than that in non-school time; therefore
the transmission is much faster in school time. From the plot, we can observe that the
main epidemic outbreak starts in early October (at about 20th biweek) , approximately
a month after the start of the school term and lasts until July (at about 13th biweek),
reaching its peak value in late February or early March (at about 5th biweek). The out-
break for each year approximately matches with the school timetable, which indicates
the transmission rate should vary with the school term.
For measles, the duration of the transition from infection to recovery and lifelong
immunity is about 2 weeks (Black [1984]). We therefore aggregate the measles data into
biweekly time steps. We take the annual births from the Annual Reports of the Registrar
General and divide them into 26 subintervals for each year, assuming a constant birth-
rate within the year.
Chapter3
Application of TSIR Model to Measles
Data
Though the SEIR model or RAS model captures many features of measles dynamics,
especially for the biennial epidemic pattern, there is still a gap between the data analysis
and the theoretical developments. One problem arising from the reality is that we can
only observe the number of infected individuals, the number of susceptible is not avail-
able. Moreover, the number of infected individuals is under-reported (Fine and Clarkson
[1982]).
Based on the stochastic version of the SEIR model introduced by Fine and Clarkson
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[1982], Finkensta¨dt and Grenfell [2000] proposed the so-called time series susceptible-
infected-recovered (TSIR) model to fill in the gap between a parametric time series
model and the basic SEIR mechanism. Our analysis of London measles data is based on
this TSIR model.
The formula of TSIR model is as follow:
E(It |It−1,St−1, t) = βtIαt−1Sγt−1 (3.1)
St = Bt−d +St−1− It , (3.2)
where St is the number of susceptible individuals, It is the number of infected individu-
als, and Bt is the number of births at time t respectively. α , γ are mixing parameters and
βt are transmission parameters. Because the duration of measles disease from infection
to recovery is about 2 weeks, hence all the data are aggregated into biweek time steps.
The first equation describes the transmission of the infection between susceptible
and infected individuals. The contact process determines that formula of the transmis-
sion equation is multiplicative, not additive. The parameters α , γ are mixing parameters
of the contact process (Liu et al. [1987]). For the case of standard assumption of ho-
mogeneous mixing, we have α = 1, and γ = 1. However, as we have mentioned in
the introduction, the contact process is actually heterogeneities, which indicates that the
mixing parameters α and γ can not be equal to one. The transmission parameters βt is a
seasonal force, which describes the infection process varying with time within one year
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period.
The second equation describes the relationship between the susceptible individuals,
infected individuals and births. A person got infected in biweek t is the result of the
contact of that person as a susceptible and an infected individual in biweek t−1. The
number of susceptible in biweek t is recursively related to the number of susceptible in
biweek t−1, replenished by births Bt−d and depleted by the infected individuals It leav-
ing the dynamic system. Because infants have innate immunity deriving from mothers
when they were born, there will be some time before they become fully susceptible. The
parameter d denotes such a small delay time. Anderson and May [1991] pointed out the
delay time is about 8 biweeks for measles.
We have two time series of Births Bt and the reported cases Ct . Generally speaking,
the reported cases are tend to less than the true cases. The under-reporting rate is about
60% (Clarkson and Fine [1985]). We fit these two time series data to the TSIR model
in two steps. First we use the second equation recursively to reconstruct the unobserved
susceptible population and estimate the under-reporting rate. On the second stage, we
use the reconstructed susceptible dynamics obtained from the first step to fit the first
transmission equation. Finally, we generate the Monte Carlo realizations to check the
accuracy of the TSIR model.
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3.1 Reconstruction of the Susceptible Dynamics
Suppose the reporting rate at time t is ρt , and assuming that ρt is stationary with
expectation value E(ρt) = ρ . The number of true cases is under-reported if ρt > 1 and
is fully reported if ρt = 1. Hence the number of true cases at time t corrected by the
reporting rate is as follow:
It = ρtCt
Substitute this relationship into equation (3.2), we have:
St = Bt−d +St−1−ρtCt . (3.3)
Since the measles dynamic system is a balanced system, the susceptible should be
stationary. Hence suppose E(St) = S¯, then St = S¯+Zt with E(Zt) = 0. Substitute this
into equation (3.3), we have the similar recursive relationship of Zt :
Zt = Bt−d +Zt−1−ρtCt . (3.4)










From the above equation, we can see that the number of susceptible individuals at
time t is essentially the balance between all births entering the system up to time t
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and infected individuals leaving the system up to time t. What’s more, the correction
of reporting level is very critical. In the presence of under-reporting, the difference
between cumulative births and cases would grow unboundedly if the reported cases are
not corrected by reporting rate. As a result, Zt would not be stationary.


















Then equation (3.5) can be rearranged as:
Yt =−Z0+ρXt +Rt +Zt (3.6)
As we assume a constant reporting rate, i.e. Rt = ∑ti=1(ρi−ρ)Ci ≈ 0, then equation
(3.6) can be simplified as:
Yt =−Z0+ρXt +Zt
This is just a simple linear regression relationship between cumulative births Yt and
cumulative cases Xt with constant slope ρ . We fit our data into this linear model, then
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Figure 3.1 Residuals of the global linear regression fitted to the observed
data for London measles
the residuals of this linear regression are just what we need to obtain - the number of
unobserved susceptible population.
3.1.1 Global Linear Regression
Using R software to perform a global linear regression, we have the following results:
R-squared was 0.9932. The estimation of slope ρ was 2.056, which corresponds to a
reporting rate of 48.6%. Figure 3.1 shows the residuals of the global linear regression
fitted to the observed data for London measles. As we can see that the residuals suffer
from local shifts in the mean, Zt might not be stationary.
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3.1.2 Local Linear Regression
Since the residuals of global linear regression suffer from local shifts in the mean,
we consider a local linear regression to fit the London measles data.
We suppose the reporting rate ρt varies with time. Because the ease of medical
diagnosis for measles, we can ignore the medical factors in reporting cases and assume
the reporting rate mainly reflects the frequency at which infected children were sent to
a doctor. There are various time-varying factors influence people’s reporting behaviors,
which in turn cause the temporal fluctuations of reporting rate. These factors include
the state of the epidemic, reports in the media, family behavior, school attitudes and
the introduction of the National Health Service in the UK in 1948 (Fine and Clarkson
[1982]).
As Rt = ∑ti=1(ρi−ρ)Ci, which can be rearranged as
Rt = Rt−1+(ρt−ρ)Ct .
Replacing it into equation (3.6), we have:
Yt =−Z0+ρXt +Rt +Zt
=−Z0+ρXt +Rt−1+(ρt−ρ)Ct +Zt
= Rt−1−Z0− (ρt−ρ)Xt−1+ρtXt +Zt . (3.7)
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The last formulation indicates that we can use a local linear regression to estimate the
reporting rate ρt and obtain the susceptible dynamics Zt . Since E(ρt) = ρ , E(Zt) = 0,
the conditional expectation value of Yt given Rt−1 is
E(Yt |Rt−1) = Rt−1−Z0+ρtXt .
Hence we can treat the term Rt−1−Z0 as a temporally varying intercept, then equation
(3.7) can be rewritten as
Yt = intt +ρtXt +Zt .
This suggests that we can fit the data to a local linear regression of Yt on Xt in neighbor-
hoods of Xt with slope ρt .
3.1.3 Bandwidth Selection for Local Linear Regression
Based on the last formula Yt = intt +ρtXt +Zt , we apply a local linear regression to
obtain the unobserved susceptible variable and the reporting rate ρt . As described by
Fan and Gijbels [1996], the local polynomial regression method provides a straightfor-
ward estimation of the slopes ρt . Besides this method, other local regression methods
such as splines also work.
For locally regressions, there is a trade-off problem between a ”good approximation”
to the regression function and a ”good reduction” of observational noise, the bandwidth
which tunes the size of the neighborhood is very crucial in balancing this trade-off.
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Many methods have been proposed to select a best bandwidth such as cross-validation,
penalizing functions and plug-in method. However, these automatic selection methods
are not suitable here, as they seek to explain the cyclic pattern in the residuals as part of
the regression curve and resulting a bandwidth that reduces the residuals to white noise,
losing the cyclic pattern which actually we need to preserved. To solve this problem, we
need to choose a bandwidth that not only preserve the explanatory power of the local
linear model, but also preserve the cyclic pattern in the residuals.
Instead of using kernel estimators,we use the k-nearest neighbor estimator to fit the
local linear model here. The smoothing parameter k regulates the degree of smoothness
of the estimated curve. It plays a role similar to the bandwidth h for kernel estimators.
The size of the neighborhood is not fixed, varying with the density of the observations.
There are two reasons for us to choose k-nearest neighbor estimator. For one thing, it
has similar effectiveness as the kernel estimators. For another, there are many convenient
statistical packages such as R to implement this algorithm, which makes it easy for us
to get the smoothing result.
Let mˆk,t(x) denote the local estimator at point x with smoothing parameter k, Yˆt is the
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Figure 3.2 SSE1 and SSE2 for different bandwidth k.






SSE1 is increasing with k. The smaller the bandwidth, the better the explanatory power
of the local model has, but the more the cyclicity in the residuals is reduced to white
noise. In contrast, SSE2 is decreasing with k. The larger the bandwidth, the closer the
local model approaches the global linear model, the more the cyclicity is preserved in
the residuals. In order to balance these two consideration, we choose the bandwidth at
the intersection point between SSE1 and SSE2 as the best bandwidth.
From Figure 3.2, we can see that the smoothing parameter k for the measles data for
London is about k = 0.32, that is 32% of total number of observations to be used as
nearest neighborhood to calculate the nearest neighbor bandwidth.
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Figure 3.3 Residuals of the local linear regression fitted to the observed
data for London measles
3.1.4 Result of Local Linear Regression
Figure 3.3 shows the residuals of the local linear regression for the London measles
data. We can see that the unobserved susceptible population,i.e. the residuals are locally
stationary around zero. It is more stationary than that of global linear regression. The
average of ρt is 2.237287, corresponding to a reporting level of 45%, which is in line
with Fine and Clarkson [1982], who stated that approximately 60% of measles infec-
tions were reported in England and Wales.
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3.2 Fitting the Transmission Equation
Though only the number of infected individuals is available for the measles data,
we can reconstruct the unobserved susceptible class using the above method. Having
obtained the number of susceptible individuals, now we can fit the transmission equation
It = βtIαt−1S
γ
t−1 to the measles data.
Since the multiplicative format of the transmission equation is not convenient for es-
timation,we take a logarithmic transformation to both sides of the transmission equation,
and we have a linear additive model:
ln It = lnβt +α ln It−1+ γ lnSt−1. (3.8)
This additive formula separates the seasonal component and the interaction terms, which
makes the estimation of the model easier.
3.2.1 Estimation of Transmission Equation
First we need to postulate the formula of this seasonal component. As measles is a
disease mainly spread among children, the school activities are very crucial to the spread
of the disease. Children assemble when school terms start, measles is more likely to be
spread. When children dispersal for school holidays, the transmission rate is lower as
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a result. To measure this annual effect, we allow for an annual seasonal variation in
the transmission parameter βt . We assume the annual pattern is constant through time,
reflecting a constant school-holiday pattern.
In the standard seasonally forced SEIRmodel, this seasonal forcing is generally mod-
eled as a periodic function
βt = η0[1+η1 cos(2pit)],
where η0 is the average transmission rate and η1 denotes the amplitude of variation
around η0 (Dietz, 1976). For the RAS model, each epidemiological compartment has an
age-specific contact rate, so the seasonal forcing function is replace by a contact matrix
(Schenzle [1984]). From Figure 2.5 (on page 15) in Chapter 2, we can not figure out a
regular format for the seasonal variation. This suggest the most general representation
of annual periodicity might be more compatible with the biweek data and more flexible.
Hence we postulates a simple deterministic seasonal format as
βt = βtmod26. (3.9)
Next, we incorporate the reconstructed variation Zt into the linear additive model
(3.8). For St = S¯+Zt , the first order of Taylor’s expansion of lnSt at S¯ is:






Neglecting the expansion remainders and incorporating equation (3.9) and (3.10) into
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equation (3.8) gives:
ln It = lnβ ∗tmod26+α ln It−1+ζZt−1, (3.11)
where
β ∗t = βt S¯
γ , ζ = γ/S¯
Equation (3.11) is a linear autoregressive process of order one in ln(It) with determin-
istic seasonality and additive covariant Zt−1. We can simply use a linear regression to
estimate the parameters β ∗tmod26, α and ζ .
3.2.2 Estimation Results of Transmission Equation
It in equation (3.8) represents the true number of infected cases, so we replace it with
the number of reported cases multiplied by the estimated local reporting rates ρˆt , i.e.
replace it with ρˆtCt , and Zt is the residuals of the local linear regression obtained in the
previous section. Fit these data to equation (3.11) using a simple linear regression, we
have the results given in Table 3.1 (on page 31).
The estimated value of mixing parameter αˆ = 0.96 is only slightly less than 1, indi-
cating that the infectious contact process is nearly homogeneous. However its t-value
suggests that α can not be 1, which in fact supports the empirical observation that the in-
fection contact process of measles is heterogeneities. The estimated value of coefficient
ζ is very close to zero, however its t-value significantly suggests that ζ is different from
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Table 3.1 Fitted Result of the Transmission Equation.
Estimate Std.Error t value p-value
(Intercept) 0.165 0.070 2.349 0.019232 ∗
lnβ1 0.381 0.069 5.519 0.000000 ∗∗∗
lnβ2 0.004 0.069 0.063 0.950025
lnβ3 0.467 0.069 6.747 0.000000 ∗∗∗
lnβ4 0.346 0.069 4.988 0.000001 ∗∗∗
lnβ5 0.227 0.070 3.255 0.001212 ∗∗
lnβ6 0.159 0.070 2.273 0.023436 ∗
lnβ7 0.189 0.070 2.689 0.007420 ∗∗
lnβ8 0.129 0.071 1.831 0.067748 .
lnβ9 −0.059 0.072 −0.821 0.411881
lnβ10 0.119 0.071 1.682 0.093185 .
lnβ11 0.174 0.071 2.464 0.014100 ∗
lnβ12 0.136 0.071 1.930 0.054149 .
lnβ13 −0.024 0.071 −0.336 0.736750
lnβ15 −0.033 0.070 −0.470 0.638861
lnβ16 −0.148 0.070 −2.114 0.035021 ∗
lnβ18 −0.409 0.069 −5.888 0.000000 ∗∗∗
lnβ19 −0.260 0.069 −3.743 0.000203 ∗∗∗
lnβ20 0.136 0.070 1.953 0.051347 .
lnβ21 0.292 0.069 4.206 0.000031 ∗∗∗
lnβ22 0.204 0.069 2.952 0.003313 ∗∗
lnβ23 0.047 0.069 0.686 0.493168
lnβ24 0.144 0.069 2.083 0.037806 ∗
lnβ25 0.106 0.069 1.530 0.126731
α 0.964 0.008 119.136 < 2e−16 ∗∗∗
ζ 0.000 0.000 13.464 < 2e−16 ∗∗∗
Significant codes: 0 ‘***’, 0.001 ‘**’, 0.01 ‘*’, 0.05 ‘.’.
0. Hence the reconstructed susceptible variable Zt−1 clearly has explanatory power in
the transmission equation, we can not omit this term from the transmission equation.
Figure 3.4 (on page 33) plots the estimated annual pattern of the transmission para-
meters. The overall pattern of the seasonality is qualitatively similar to the pattern that
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estimated by Fine and Clarkson [1982]. The transmission parameter reaches its lowest
value during the summer vacation in biweeks 15-18. After that the transmission para-
meter begins to rise as the new semester starts around biweek 19 after the long summer
break. Other prominent seasonal dips in the transmission parameter coincide closely to
the school and non-school period. This is because students have high chance to contact
one other in school period, therefore the transmission is much faster than that in the
non-school period.
The estimated transmission parameter is not constant through the school-term. It
begins to decline after some time of the beginning of the new semester. For example,
transmission parameter begins to rise at about biweek 17, and to decline at about biweek
21. Since at the beginning of the new semester, lots of students assemble after the
school break, epidemics spread quickly through schools. But after a few weeks, most
of the students are infected and become immunized to the diseases, i.e. there are few
susceptible left. As a result, the transmission parameter begins to decline.
Since the observed cases are in fact aggregation over different age groups, we might
consider that the age structure effect has been embodied in the seasonal pattern of the ef-
fective transmission parameter. What’s more, we can not conclude a simple formula for
the transmission parameter from the above estimated seasonal shape. Neither a simple
function with few parameters, nor a simple on-off school term indicator function would
work. This in turn supports the simple deterministic formula of transmission parameter
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Figure 3.4 Estimated seasonal pattern of the transmission parameters.
we have defined in the previous section.
Generally speaking, the estimated results is quite satisfactory. The R-value is 0.9772,
suggesting a large explanatory power of the model. We plots the one-step ahead predic-
tions of the model in Figure 3.5 (on page 34), which shows that the predictions match
the data quite well.
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Figure 3.5 One-step ahead predictions, thick line is the observed data;thin
line is the model predictions
3.3 Monte Carlo Realization of the Dynamic System
The best way to assess the TSIR model is to compare the estimated data with the
observed data. Based on the estimated model on the previous section, we have two
equations.
For infected individuals:
ln(It) = ln(βˆ ∗tmod26)+ αˆ ln(It−1)+ ζˆZt−1+ εt (3.12)
For susceptible individuals:
Zt = Bt−d +Zt−1− It (3.13)
We have two schemes for the dynamical noise terms εt . One is the deterministic
skeleton with εt = 0. The other is the stochastic skeleton with uncorrelated Gaussian
noise. The standard deviation of the regression residuals does not only reflect dynamic
noise, but also reflects other possible errors, such measurement noise and errors resulting
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Figure 3.6 Simulations of the deterministic skeleton with births input,thick line is the
observed series;thin line is the realizations
















Figure 3.7 Simulations of the stochastic skeleton with births input
from inappropriate model assumption. As an illustration,we set the standard deviation
of the Gaussian dynamic noise at 80% of the estimated standard deviation.
Used the observed pair (I1,Z1) and the observed births Bt as the initial values,we
recursively use the equation (3.12) and equation (3.13) to generate the simulated series,
and plot the time series of two simulation schemes as Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7 :
From Figure 3.6 we can observe that the deterministic skeleton trace the observed
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data quite well, especially it captures the biennial pattern of major epidemic year and
minor epidemic year. The annual cycle pattern during the high birth-rate period is cap-
tured as well. Figure 3.7 shows one realization of the stochastic skeleton. Compared
with the stochastic model, the deterministic model fits the observed data better. Hence
we probably overestimate the level of the dynamic noise for the stochastic skeleton.
Overall the TSIR model bridge the gap between theoretic SEIR model and the ob-
served data. Its simple approach reconstructs the unobserved susceptible population,
and captures the biennial pattern of measles data quite well.
Chapter4
Multi-step Ahead Estimation Method
In time series analysis, forecast ability is one of the criterions to evaluate how good
the estimation of a time series model is. Intuitively, the more steps ahead accurate pre-
dictions the estimated model could get, the better it would be. In this chapter, we propose
a multi-step ahead estimation method to get a better prediction for the measles data.
4.1 Motivation of the Method
It is commonly known that the observed data are usually accompanied with error
terms. As we have seen in Chapter 3, there are two types of skeletons: deterministic
37
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dynamics with observation errors and stochastic system, which result in different esti-
mation approaches. Since few statistical methods are available to distinguish these two
systems, a robust estimation method is essential.
Let zt denotes a dynamic system, the deterministic skeleton is expressed as the fol-
lowing formula: 
yt = g(yt−1,Xt ,α)
zt = yt + εt
Where Xt is an exogenous vector. For easy denotation, let Yt = (yt ,Xt), then the





with respect to α and X0. Here gt(.,α) denotes the t-fold composition of g. Since
the nuisance parameter X0 has to be estimated first and it depends on the observations
closely, which makes the estimation very difficult and quite unstable. If the estimation of
X0 is not correct, then the whole estimation procedure will probably obtain an inaccurate
result.
For the stochastic skeleton, it is expressed as the following formula:
zt = g(zt−1,Xt ,α)+ εt
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with respect to α . However, this estimation depends on the accuracy of the pre-specified
formula of g(.). For a misspecified model, the estimation method is not robust.
Based on these two types of skeletons and their estimation procedures, next we pro-
pose a new estimation procedure, which is not only expected to keep the advantages of
the original estimations, but also evaluation the good-of-fitness from the viewpoint of
auto-covariance functions (ACF).
For two time series ξt and ζt , let rξ (k) and rζ (k), k = 0,1,2, ... represent their auto-
covariance functions (ACF) respectively. Then the difference between these two time





[rξ (k|α)− rζ (k)]2 (4.3)
Hence the best estimation of α is to minimize this cost function L(α), i.e. αˆ = argmin(L(α))
Let yˆt+m|t represent the m-step ahead prediction, and yˆt+m|t = E(yt+m|yt ,Xt , t). Fol-
lowed the above denotations, we can see that Yˆt+1 = g(Yt ,α), which suggesting the
estimation method of stochastic skeleton in equation (4.2) is just the one-step ahead
estimation. Based on the one-step ahead prediction, the best estimates that we can ob-
tained only approximates the observed data by its low order of ACF rather than that of
all orders.
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Let’s take a simple example to illustrate this. Suppose we have a standardized time
series ξt , and we try to fit this time series into the simplest AR(1) model ζt = αζt−1+εt .
The estimator of α is αˆ = ∑ξtξt−1/∑ξ 2t−1. As n→ ∞, we have α = rξ (1). It is easy to
see that rζ (k) = rkζ (1) which does not minimize L(α). Thus, the estimation procedure
to fit the observed time series ξt to the AR(1) model is only approximating the data to
the model by its first order ACF, which does not minimize the cost function.
Motivated by this example, we propose an estimation method that minimizes all steps










with respect to α , where n1 → ∞ as n → ∞. Note that this estimation is still based
on fitting and prediction, but it also minimize the ACF difference between the estimated
model and the real data as well. It evaluates the good-of-fitness from the ACF viewpoint.
We call this estimation method as the multi-step ahead estimation.
4.2 Two Examples
As the theory of the multi-step ahead estimation method is very complicated, here
we illustrate two examples to explain the estimation method in a more specified way.
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4.2.1 AR(k) Model
Suppose a time series yt follows a AR(3) model:
yt = 0.6yt−1−0.4yt−2+0.1yt−3+ εt , (4.4)
where εt ∼ N(0,1)i.i.d.
The information criteria AIC proposed by Akaike is one of the criteria for model





where σˆ2 denotes the maximum likelihood estimate of σ2, p denotes the number of
parameters estimated in the model, including a constant term. Based on this AIC criteria,
when sample size is not large e.g. 200, our simulations suggest we choose lag 2 with
60% probability. Hence it is reasonable for us to model the time series generating from
equation (4.4) by a AR(2) model.
First,we generate 1000 realizations from the model (Equation (4.4)), choose the last
200 realizations as our sample. Next we fit the realizations to the AR(2) model, using the
multi-step ahead estimation method to get the estimated value of the parameters. Later
on we compute the sum of square of the ACF difference between the estimated AR(2)
model and the true model in equation (4.4) for each step. Repeat this procedure again
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Figure 4.1 Simulation results for AR(3) model with sample size 200 (on the
left) and sample size 500 (on the right)respectively
for a sample size of 500, and plot the ACF difference against steps, we have one result
of the simulations as shown in Figure 4.1.
From these two plots, we can see that the multi-step ahead estimation always has a
better performance than the commonly used one-step ahead fitting method in the view-
point of ACF.
4.2.2 TSIR Model
Next, we will apply the multi-step ahead method into the TSIR model. Suppose an
epidemics follows the following dynamic SIR model:
It = 0.3I0.95t−1 S
0.2
t−1ξt , St = St−1+Bt− It (4.5)
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Here It is the number of infected individuals at time t, St is the number of susceptible
individuals at time t, Bt is the number of births at time t. With a constant birth rate,
we set Bt = 100 throughout all the time. For the error term, let log(ξt) = 0.1εt , where
εt ∼ N(0,1)i.i.d.
There are three parameters in the SIR model: transmission parameter, mixing pa-
rameter of It , and mixing parameter of St . To simplify the problem, we only consider
estimating the mixing parameter of It by the multi-step ahead estimation method, let-
ting other parameters as constants. Similar with the first example, we generate 1000
realizations from this SIR model(Equation (4.5)), choose the last 200 realizations as our
sample. It has been proved that the one-step ahead estimation method is the best esti-
mation for a correctly specified model. Hence, in order to check the robustness of the
multi-step ahead estimation method for a miss-specified model, we add an error term
which follows a standard normal distribution to each realization. Then we fit these re-
defined realizations to the SIR model, obtaining the estimated parameter value by the
multi-step ahead estimation method. Later on we compute the sum of square of the ACF
difference between the estimated SIR model and the true model in equation (4.5) for
each step. Repeat this procedure again for a sample size 500, and get two plots for the
ACF differences against steps as shown in Figure 4.2.
Again from these two plots, we can see that the multi-step ahead estimation method
outperforms the one-step ahead estimation.
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Figure 4.2 Simulation results for SIR model with sample size 200 (on the
left) and sample size 500 (on the right)respectively
These two examples show that the proposed estimation method has better perfor-
mance than the commonly used method in the sense of minimizing the difference of
ACF between the estimated model and the observations. Moreover, the multi-step ahead
estimation is robust to model miss-specification.
4.3 Application to the Measles Data
As the real data generally contain error terms, a robust estimation method is essen-
tial. Moreover, a model with better predictability is of better help for us to predict the
behavior of the disease, resulting a better control of the disease. In this section, we will
apply the multi-step ahead estimation method to the real measles data of London, trying
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Figure 4.3 Simulations for TSIR model. Panel(a) is the time series plot of
London measles from 1944 to 1995,imposing the scaling births on it. Panel(b)
is the time series plot of the simulated realizations,using the one-step ahead
estimation method. Panel(c) is the time series plot of the simulated realiza-
tions,using the multi-step ahead estimation method
to obtain an estimated model which can predict the behavior of the disease better.
As we have discussed in Chapter 3, the TSIR model includes many parameters. It is
impractical to estimate all the parameters by multi-step ahead estimation method, for the
calculation is too time-consuming. For simplification, we only consider some sensitive
parameters such as the mixing parameters and fix the other parameters as estimated by
one-step ahead estimation. Figure 4.3 shows the simulated realizations of the estimated
model, comparing the results with the one-step ahead estimated model and the observed
data.
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In Figure 4.3, panel (b) is the time series plot of the realizations, whose parame-
ters were estimated by the commonly used method, i.e., the one-step ahead estimation
method. We can see that this simulation traces the data quite well before the mass vac-
cination in 1967. However result is not so satisfactory in the post-vaccination period.
Though the reporting cases had reduced dramatically in the post-vaccination period, we
can observe from panel (a) that it still displays a cycle pattern alternating between ma-
jor and minor epidemic years. Apparently, the one-step ahead estimation method could
not catch this feature, showing annual cyclicity. On the contrary, Panel (c) is the time
series plot of the simulated realizations, whose parameters were estimated by the multi-
step ahead estimation method. It traces the observed cyclicity very well for both the
pre- and post-vaccination periods. Hence, the multi-step ahead estimation method per-
forms better than the one-step ahead estimation method in some sense, it enhances the
predictability of the model.
Chapter5
Discussion
5.1 The Role of Births
Many researches have shown that births play a fundamental role in the measles epi-
demics. Births like the fuel that drives the measles dynamics. When the birth rate is
high, the epidemics has annual cycle; when the birth rate is low, the epidemics has bien-
nial cycle. This is because in the high birth rate periods, the susceptible individuals are
quickly replaced by the new born after a major epidemics, which reduces the difference
between minor year and major year. While in the low birth rate periods, the susceptible
individuals need some time to accumulate sufficient susceptible for the next big out-
break. More statistical evidences for such a relationship were given in Finkensta¨dt et al.
47
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[1998]. Also, the birth rate affects the age-structure of the population, and the trans-
mission parameters as well. Hence in this section, we use the bifurcation diagrams and
other methods to analyze the role of births in measles dynamics.
In a dynamic system, a bifurcation is a period doubling, quadrupling, etc., that ac-
companies the onset of chaos. It represents the sudden appearance of a qualitatively
different solution for a nonlinear system as some parameter is varied. It is a suitable
graphical tool to analyze the role of births. For a given birth-rate, if the sequence of
measurement points is plotted onto one point, then time path has an annual cycle. Sim-
ilarly, if the sequence of measurement points is plotted onto two points, then a biennial
cycle is suggested. If the sequence of measurement points is plotted onto many points,
then the onset of chaos might appearance.
We use the birth-rate as a bifurcation parameter. Assuming a time constant birth-rate,
we use the deterministic skeleton described in Chapter 3 to obtain 100 years of obser-
vations. Let I1 = 1 and Z1 = 1000 as the initial values, iteratively generate 350 years of
measles data, truncating the first 250 years observations to avoid the inconsistence at the
early part of the simulation. Compute the average births of London city from 1944 to
1964, then our relative birth-rate is represented as the proportion of this average births.
The time path of yearly cases is measured as the summary of all the measles cases in
one year and is plotted against the relative birth-rates.















































Figure 5.1 Bifurcation diagram for the deterministic skeleton:relative
birthrates against the yearly sum of cases from simulations(100 years)
From Figure 5.1, we can see that for the low birth-rates (relative birth-rate below
0.7), the observations of deterministic skeleton display annual cycle. As the birth-rate
increases (relative birth-rate ranges from 0.7 to 1.4), a biennial pattern is observed. And
we also notice that the difference in amplitude between the major and minor epidemic
years enlarges as the birth-rate increases. However, the measles epidemics return to an
annual cycle at high birth-rates (relative birth-rate above 1.4). As the relative birth rate
for the London measles data ranges from 0.71 to 2.25, it falls into the range that both
biennial and annual patterns should be displayed, which matches the realistic facts we
have observed.







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.2 Bifurcation diagram for the stochastic skeleton:relative
birthrates against the yearly sum of cases from simulations(100 years)
We also draws a bifurcation plot for the stochastic skeleton as Figure 5.2. Unfortu-
nately, the stochastic skeleton plot shows the onset of chaos, little information about the
cyclicity can be obtained from it.
Rand and Wilson [1991] suggested that in a non-linear system, the dynamic noise
may affect the behavior of the system substantially, even for small amounts of dynamic
noise. For example, the stochastic realization may display a periodic biennial pattern,
while the corresponding deterministic realization shows an annual cyclicity. Based on
the joint density estimation methods (Finkensta¨dt et al. [1998]), we explore the question
of predominant cyclicity when taking the dynamic noise into consideration.
Finkensta¨dt et al. [1998] analyzed the behavior of the measles time series by a set of
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three plots. The first one is the scatterplot as a delay plot of cases in year Yt against cases
in year Yt−1 to reveal the pattern of density dependence in measles dynamics.
The second one is the perspective plot of the joint density surface. We use the non-
parametric kernel smoothing method (Silverman [1996]) to estimate the joint density of
cases in year Yt and cases in year Yt−1. The two-dimensional Gaussian product kernel
is chosen for the estimation. As for the bandwidth, the normal referencing bandwidth
given by Silverman [1996] is used, where bandwidth= 1.06scn−1/6.
Here sc denotes the estimated standard deviation of Yt , n is the number of obser-
vations. However, since it is based on the normal distribution, the Silverman rule is
oversmoothing. In order to reveal additional information about modes becoming unsta-
ble, we corrected this oversmoothing by using 0.7 times the bandwidth as our selected
bandwidth. Actually in our later simulations, we found that the smoothing parameter,i.e.
bandwidth does not affect the results too much.
For the last plot is the contour lines corresponding to the joint density. We generate
400 years observation based on the stochastic skeleton described in Chapter 3 for three
levels of relative birth-rates. The low level of relative birth-rate is 50% of the average
births for London city from 1944 to 1964, the medium level is 1.2 times of the average
births, and the high level is 3 times of the average births. Figure 5.3, Figure 5.4 and
Figure 5.5show the set of three plots for low, medium, high levels of relative birth-rate
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respectively.
The delay plots of the overall number of cases in epidemic year t against year t−1
reveal a negative density dependence between successive major and minor epidemics
along a line with slope −1. This means that the overall number of cases during a two-
year wave approximately ”consumes” a fixed proportion of the population (Finkensta¨dt and Grenfell
[1998]). The scatterplot shifts outwards as the birth-rate increases. What’s more, the de-
lay plot gives us some hints for the regularity of the data. If the main epidemics are
occasionally missed out, resulting an irregular underlying cyclicity, then the density-
dependence negative relationship will be more dispersed and a higher density of scat-
terpoints near the origin. As we can see that in the delay plot of low relative birth-rate,
more scatterpoints cluster near the origin. We can infer from this, the measles may ex-
tinct and measles data becomes so irregular that no clear cyclicity can be followed when
the birth-rate is very low.
From the perspective plots of the joint density, we can obtain the similar predominant
cyclicity of the stochastic realizations as the deterministic realizations. Here the bifurca-
tion of the joint density with birth-rate as the bifurcation parameter is equivalent to the
deterministic bifurcation scenario. For the medium relative birth-rate, the perspective
plot of the joint density has two modes which are most frequently visited, suggesting the
major epidemic years are regularly followed by minor epidemic years and vice versa.
Hence, the most frequently encountered cyclicity is biennual. And for the low or high




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.5 Plots for high relative birthrate
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relative birth-rate, the perspective plots of the joint density display unimodal pattern,
suggesting the predominant cyclicity is annual.
The contours of the estimated joint density also indicate the similar conclusion as the
perspective plots. Through the above analysis, it seems that even though the dynamic
noise input is as high as 80% of the estimated overall noise in the stochastic skeleton,
the qualitative dynamic behavior is essentially preserved.
In short, the role of births in measles epidemics is like the gasoline that fuel a car for-
ward. It replenishes susceptible individuals into the dynamic system to avoid extinction
of the disease as the infected individuals leave the system forever. It also influences the
population size, the age structure of a community, which will influence the behaviors of
measles epidemics in turn.
5.2 Conclusion
In this paper, we discussed the time series-susceptible-infected-recovered (TSIR)
model which based on the susceptible-exposed-infected-recovered (SEIR) model (Fine and Clarkson
[1982]). Using the measles data of London city from 1944 to 1960 as a case study, we
fit the births and reported cases to the model and get a satisfactory estimation. It not
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only fits the data remarkably well, but also explains the observed cyclicity. We also dis-
cussed the multi-step ahead estimation method to improve the estimation of a dynamic
system, which still bases on the fitting and prediction, but minimized the ACF difference
between the real data and the estimated one as well. Finally we studied the role of the
births using the relative birth-rate as a bifurcation parameter. Based on these analysis,
we have the following conclusions:
(1)Due to age structure, the annual seasonal forcing encompasses heterogeneities.
Instead having the simple sinusoidal or term-time seasonal forcing construction, the
estimated seasonal forcing shows a more complicated pattern.
(2)The multi-step ahead estimation method enhances the predictability of the esti-
mated TSIR model, especially for the post-vaccination period.
(3)The birth-rate is the fuel that drives the dynamic measles system forward. Gener-
ally speaking, an annual pattern appears when birth-rate is high, while a biennial pattern
appears when birth-rate is low. What’s more, the nonlinearity and even chaos may ap-
pear in the dynamics depending on the level of birth-rate.
(4)In the large cities, the dynamics of measles is a deterministic system with obser-
vation errors rather than a stochastic system.
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As the TSIR model is developed from the epidemic theory, it embodies the mech-
anism of the dynamic system. Here we address some epidemiological questions that
might be worth for further research.
Firstly, as we have mentioned in Chapter 1, the number of reporting cases is only
a fraction of what it was after the vaccination program was taken place. In a sense,
vaccination reduces the number of individuals that can be replenished as the susceptible,
which has a similar effect of the low birth-rate level. Finkensta¨dt et al. [1998] analyzed
the effect of vaccination rate by a sequence of plots, and revealed a reduction in both
the tendency for biennial epidemics and the overall incidence. However, no specific
quantitative analysis was provided. Hence, similar with the analysis of the effect of
birth-rate, we might include the vaccination rate into the TSIR model to examine its
effect for the dynamic behavior. It is very important for us to develop the childhood
vaccination policies, especially for developing countries.
Secondly, since most infectious diseases have strong age-dependent and density-
dependent transmission rate, and birth-rate can change the age structure and susceptible
density of childhood epidemics, we might introduce birth-rate into transmission para-
meters in the TSIR model to analyze the effect of birth-rate in epidemic dynamics.
Thirdly, as the natural history of measles infection is relatively simple and closes to
the SIR paradigm, the parameterized TSIR model fits the measles data quite well. As
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for other major childhood micro-parasites disease with a more complex natural history,
such as whooping-cough and rubella, does the TSIR model still work? We might explore
this modeling approach to such more complicated dynamics systems to see whether
the TSIR model work and to examine whether the natural history of such diseases fit
the SIR paradigm. We might also compare the performance of the TSIR model and
semi-mechanistic approaches for the measles data, even for a more biologically complex
infections as well.
Finally, our study mainly focuses on the measles data of London city, in which host
population is large. However, measles dynamics at the individual city level, especially
in small communities are much more irregular. The disease might extinct after major
epidemics, the chain of transmission is interrupted as a result. No new case recurs
in these areas until new infected individuals from large centers immigrate into these
areas. Hence, when we study cases in small communities in which populations below the
critical community size of about 250 000 inhabitants, the pattern of the spatial migration
for infected individuals should be taken into account in the TSIR model.
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